Public Participation in Environmental Stewardship after MOOCs
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ABSTRACT. The proposed research is to examine MOOC students’ environmental stewardship practice in a long term after the course and how they influence people around them to join practice in different cultural and language context. The research is based on an environment related MOOC which will be offered on edX in the US and XuetangX in China, and use social media including Facebook and WeChat as an informal discussion platform for students to interact. We propose to use mixed-methods including surveys, interviews, content analysis and social network analysis to measure post-course effect. The results will help us understand the long-term impact of environment related MOOCs on students’ environmental stewardship practice after and beyond the course, and how the practice differs across culture and language.
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1 Introduction

In the context of global environmental change and climate change in particular, engaging the public in environmental stewardship practice is especially important to address equity, climate change, and other social and environmental issues. A Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) on civic ecology provides an opportunity to engage individuals and communities in environmental stewardship [1] globally. Thus, Cornell University is offering a civic ecology MOOC on edX and xuetangX, and uses social media such as Facebook and WeChat as an informal discussion platform for students to share ideas and practice. The MOOC project is based on the hypothesis that social influence through networking plays a key role in forming individuals’ behavior [2]. However,
little is known how students change their practice in a long term after the course and how they influence people around them to join environmental stewardship.

Online courses provide an opportunity for students to exchange ideas and practices through interactions. The online interactions can be categorized into participant-content, participant-participant, and participant-instructor interactions [3]. Such online interactions could lead to formation of online communication networks [4] and offline collaboration networks [5] among students. Through these interactions, communities of practice [6] may form for students to exchange information about their practices. For example, research found that environmental education professionals in an online course adapted or intend to adapt learned ideas into their environmental education practice [7], and some professionals changed their practice to some extent by the end of the course [5]. In addition to course platforms, social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter encourage interactions among students. Research has found that such informal interactions could enhance the learning experience and provide a space to post personal feelings or reflections on learning [8]. Further, the influence of these interactions may vary depending on cultural [9] and language background [10]. Much research has focused on students’ learning process and short-term outcomes. Recently research started exploring post-course development such as learning transfer beyond the course [11] and career advancement [12].

2 Research Questions

The proposed research is to examine MOOC students’ environmental stewardship practice in a long term after the course and how they influence people around them to join practice in different cultural and language context. The specific research questions include: 1) How do MOOC students apply learned theoretical principles to environmental stewardship practice? 2) How do MOOC influence peers to join stewardship practice? 3) How do environmental stewardship practices differ between the US and China?

3 Methods

We propose three approaches to measure long-term impact of MOOC on students’ environmental stewardship. First, we will conduct content analysis to examine students’ posts and comments on course discussion board and social media (Facebook and WeChat). We will also analyze students’ final project report to identify application of learned principles to their practice. Further, we will conduct social network analysis to examine students’ interactive learning process on different platforms and social media, and post-course networks through which students exchange ideas and practice. Then we will conduct Simulation Investigation for Empirical Network Analysis (SIENA) to examine peer-effect [13]. Third, we will conduct surveys and interviews to examine students’ environmental stewardship practice after taking the MOOC, and will monitor social media (Facebook and WeChat) after the course to investigate students’ activities beyond the course. The results of the study will not only advance our knowledge of
online learning, but also help us understand how civic ecology principles work in different cultural and language contexts. Further, the study will provide strategies to engage public in environmental stewardship practice through participating in MOOCs.
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